CLARIFICATIONS

Question 1

if the supplier of goods part of the tender is separate to the installations of LAN cables, or both are linked together

RESPONSE:

The Vendor should quote based on the specifications and details in the TOR and one supplier for both for goods and installation of LAN is preferred.

QUESTION 2

Do you need any installation service or just delivery, because we will be exporting from our warehouse, can I price be CIF Moroni International Airport? Do you need it delivered to your office site, in that case does the UN provide any duty exemption documents that can allow us to clear without tax? Please advise as we are waiting for your kind reply.

RESPONSE:

For the installation, please refer to TORs.

As per TOR, Location/Delivery under Incoterms 2010, DAP is Direction des affaires judiciaires - Ministère de la Justice – Moroni – Comoros.

UNDP is exempted of Taxes and will provide duty exemption document to allow you clear without tax.